What really happened in 2020.

This Document is about 2020 specifically. Where Covid really came from.
This Document shows why ORIGIN is very critical and important.
Why “The Establishment” aka Deep State aka The Corporation released
Covid:

It’s really simple once you apply what was taking place from January 20, 2017, to
the key speech, on February 4, 2020, at the State of the Union address where
President Trump was the FIRST to drop the word Covid to the American public in
a warning statement.
Americans seem to have the WORST memories. Outside of all the Covert
Operation and the Plan for the Generals to take over the mess this country had
become…
JUST from the average viewer on looking at what President Trump
was doing via Law and Order… one should remember his tariffs he
imposed on China.
The Yen to the Dollar is at an ALL-TIME low. They’re bankrupt.
It’s the Chinese Communist Party that’s being dismantled, not the good
people in China.
Not only did President Trump stick it to the CCP, he also stuck it to the
Pharmaceutical companies… Remember, he called them “Big Pharm.”
Everything adds up if one would start with the ORIGIN.
All one would have to do is read a few Executive Orders. Perhaps the Executive
Order 13959… the one where over 1,300 CEOs have stepped down since it
activated on January 11, 2021, at 9:30 AM Eastern Standard Time… imagine
being that specific to activate…
Ironically that was signed on November 12, 2020, so, there was a lot more
prior to its signing that the Military knew and President Trump signed to
show they knew ALL long before… long before the corporation ever
dreamed a massive alliance was being formed and about to take action.
Remember in Part One… where I outlined the “Nuclear Option?”

The “Nuclear Option” Congress boasted they had in 2019 to USE on Trump
if needed to?
In 2019, the Senate was controlled by Republicans… The swamp and RINOS on
all sides and outside had no Congressional “option” other than to release their
“nuclear option”... which was a threat to National Security and why President
Trump had to use the PEAD on top of all of his monumental and historical
Executive Orders and National Emergencies.
The corporation knew the 150 year reign was DEAD and OVER by the Military
Generals behind the scenes plus the agencies involved, that backed the
Constitution, Executive Orders, Presidential Acts, Presidential Emergencies,
Military Law, Federal Law, and Military actions.
They also knew that most Americans do not know ANYTHING about the
Constitution, Military, Congress, Law, Orders, legalities, etc.

The “Nuclear Option” was Covid-19.
What you have to understand is… it’s just a word attached to Flu statistics.
The Military actually took over in November 2016. That’s when a lot of the arrests
were made.
Everything you’ve seen since then are actors in the best technology known to
man.
Most people cannot imagine what goes on in ONE day in ONE branch in the
military alone…
The average American just don’t realize HOW spoiled and blessed they really
are.

Former CIA Chief of Disguise
https://youtu.be/Q0uAh02-vPU
None of this is “secret.” Which is sad in another way.
Every single Law and Order was passed right in front of everyone with this
BRILLIANT and Monument PLAN, I call The Blueprint.
Majority of Americans don’t want to listen to guys like me until it’s too late, affects
your livelihood, or you’re forced to.
And that’s why we are where we are and why the Military had to step in.
The “Establishment” used Reverse Psychological tactics…
They use the Constitution and U.S. terms, but always out of context and polar
opposite of its origin and meaning.
But when data says 70% of Americans don’t know anything about the
Constitution…and 68% cannot simply name the 3 branches of government…
How in the heck can one conversation with someone like me or even understand
what took place is actual Law and Order based on ORIGIN?
Sad America. Tragic and sad. Remember the 40,000 foot view.
They used reverse psychology in a forward way of thinking by telling Americans
what you couldn’t do that the Government could do for you in order to take more
from your pockets and pad theirs.
Once you see it, you’ll never unsee it and it should really flip your Patriot fuse.
Covid was a patent word. You’ll read below.

Although everything from November 2016 forward has been Military running
operations and using optics and code language…
They took the Establishments blueprint of what THEY were actually going to do
had the Military Generals and Commands not taken over.
So, instead of throwing a visual takeover… that would make them go down in
History as Dictators, which would defy our Origin and Foundation, cause more
revolts and damage those, they used a strategy to display to the public the game
plan of the Establishment.
It’s really epic, brilliant, monumental, and historical.
All lies will be revealed.
All truth will be revealed.
“Nothing can stop what’s coming.” - President Trump
2023 Military Tribunals are going to be EPIC.
Here’s what the majority missed from January 20, 2017, to February 4, 2020.

Trump’s 2019 and 2020 Executive Orders
In 2019, President Trump signed into Law TWO Executive Orders called the
"Influenza Vaccination," he lists the CDC as the research organization.
Influenza Vaccination
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/09/24/2019-20804/m
odernizing-influenza-vaccines-in-the-united-states-to-promote-national
-security-and-public-health

Yet, in 2020 in his Covid-19 Order, nowhere inside that order was the
CDC mentioned.
Covid Vaccines
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/12/11/2020-27455/en
suring-access-to-united-states-government-covid-19-vaccines
President Trump via the highest Law in the land… gave you Optics through
Law.
The Military and he gave every person in every role across the world the
chance to tell the truth and report the truth.
Let’s skip ahead really quickly to January 2021…
Trump’s speech at the ALAMO: can help you understand about the “lines
being drawn” and more OPTICS.
In January 2021, the Alamo Speech, Trump stood his final ground before
activating troops.
From 2017 to that point, he had painted a picture and drew a line in the
sand (reference*). He was saying (via Optics) from January 20, 2017, to
that day… he had given each evil player a chance to admit what they did,
step across the line, and their punishment would be lesser.
From Russia Collusion, to the Ukraine phone call, to his taxes being
unveiled, etc. etc. etc. all the way up to this monumental speech at ‘The
Alamo.’
This speech took place just days before the January 6, 2021, FBI threw a
fake “insurrection” to make you think those were Trump Protestors. Already
proven false in court (the “J6 Committee”) but Vets like me have been
knowing this due to President Trump’s Executive Orders. They hold ALL of
the key language and answers.

It was a staged distraction. Those who did not pay attention to LAW from
2017-2021, where you SHOULD have been paying attention, definitely took
the bait from November 3, 2020, forward.

The importance of the Alamo Speech:
So, why was the Alamo so monumental? It was Optics and Symbolism. This is
why it's important to know your History.
A young strapping 26 year old William B. Travis, hailing from one of my
hometowns, Claiborne, Alabama, stepped up and pinned himself
Lieutenant Colonel when David Bowie took ill.
It was Travis who wrote the famous letter "Victory or Death" and drew a line
in the sand and told his men, "those who stand on this side of the line with
me will surely die." The survivors remember hearing Travis yelling to those
men his final words, "No rendirse, muchachos!" which means "Do not
surrender, boys!"
This was Trump's last speech before the Monumental and Historical
speech on January 6, 2021, in which he said, “the next two weeks moving
forward will be the most Monumental and Historical in WORLD History…
your children, grandchildren, great-great grandchildren will talk about it.”
The Alamo Speech was also the speech to illustrate what was soon to take place
as he had activated all three lines of defenses in the Country.
At this point, it was already too late for any evil player of the corporation in the
world.
They had already chosen their sides.

This has been planned since the 1940s once again. By November 3, 2020, it was
go time and no turning back.
It happened right in front of each American from November 2016 to January
20th, 2021, and the script began into action January 21, 2021, to present day.

2020
Hitler controlled 90% of Germany’s population with 10%.
So, why did 261 million (rough number) Americans take a vaccine you knew
NOTHING about?
Why did you let someone else tell you to wear a mask?

President Trump did not wear a mask.
“Yeah but he took the vaccine.”
Naw, he took A vaccine.
I’ve got a friend, and I truly do love this fella to death. He’s a great guy. He’ll
probably know who he is by this subject matter, but it’s nothing personal…
I’m showing you BY Military Law and Operations what happened right in
front of your eyes, not my opinion…
He says, “Yeah, but I know some young men currently in the military that
said they are vaccinating the military.”

If you aren’t serving… you have no idea what the Oath means. When
you serve you’re under an Oath and a National Securities Act, and
swear to defend the Constitution and obey the orders of the President
and Officers appointed over you.
If your venus fly trap (yo’ mouth) is flapping to Civilians… and the
Commander finds out… it’s your ***. It’s your *** in Courts
Martial.
Two, I, as an honorably retired Veteran, can find out where one
is stationed, go to their Commander, and Courts Martial under
violations of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and have them
punished accordingly.
Not every soldier serves or served for the RIGHT reasons. Many do
not know anything about Military Law, Regulations, and their own
Branch Regulations.
The Veterans that do know what’s going on… either stay quiet or ‘go along’
with those around them to blend in.
I’ve done this many times because the average conversation cannot
handle all of these laws, orders, and facts at one time.
You’ve got to read, reread, study, apply.
The Military has our own LAWS. Therefore we have our own what?
Vaccines.

There’s TWO different Covid vaccines.

You had to have truly been following President Trump and all of the Law
and Order, to have known.
It’s not anyone’s fault that generations during the 1870s were blinded or did
not know the actual language via law what happened… it’s just now, we
need everyone to wake up to the language that was written in those laws
that fundamentally changed America…
Evil will always exist. The Bible proves that and everyday life proves that.
Military proves what love really looks like all while protecting the origin and
foundation of our fabric.
I know and served with plenty amazing, down to Earth, gun-toting, f-bomb
droppin’ every other word, pot-smoking, whiskey drinkin’, ‘Merica lovin’
atheists, agnostics, gays, swingers, mixed breeds, half-breeds,
don’t-really-know breeds, who knows more about the Revolutionary War,
Revolutionary History, Declaration, Constitution, Military Law, Military
Symbolism, etc. than 99% of Americans.
This is NOT a Republican, Red, Conservative versus Democrat, Blue,
Liberal thing.
It's good versus evil.
You have to understand what took place from 2016 to 2019 to understand
Covid.
You must understand how Congress works for this to sink in… The evil
cronies were DEAD in Congress.

The Senate was in Republican control to pass what the Military needed to,
OR President Trump signed an Executive Order which is immediate LAW.
The cronies had ZERO control. That’s why you kept hearing the term
“Nuclear Option” in 2019 by those evil left, Adam Schiff, Nancy Pelosi, and
Chuck Shumer in particular, which led to Covid.
Covid-19 was a Biological Chemical Warfare Attack by China and Ukraine.
Covid was the last straw to be used by the evil cronies since they were
dead in Congress (Russia Collusion, Trump's Taxes, the phone call with a
Hooker, Ukraine Phone Call and “impeachment” of that perfectly legal
phone call outlined in the roles of the President in the Articles of the
Constitution).
Those rinos knew this was their last option to protect their securities and
interests... to release a biological weapon to create death which creates
fear, panic, and the ultimate division. Mission accomplished by the CCP
(Chinese Communist Party), Biden, Obamas, Clintons, Bush's, Rothchilds,
Soros, Bill Gates, Zuckerburg, etc. etc.
How did you miss it?
ORIGIN...
The State of the Union address, February 4, 2020, long before Americans
heard the word or knew about Covid-19, President Trump mentioned
Covid-19 and China in THAT State of the Union address.

State of the Union February 4, 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PzzkIaqtz8
The same Government site where Executive Orders are published... the Federal
Registry… how about you take a gander at this fine gem.
Here's a Patent on Covid-19 long before 2020 proving this was in the works as a
Biological Tool to attack. This is just one article.
US Patent Office:
https://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u
=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=1&p=1&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT
&S1=Covid-19&OS=Covid-19&RS=Covid-19
COVID immunoassay test device
Claims
CLAIM The ornamental design for a COVID immunoassay test
device, as shown and described.
Inventors: Ye; Chunsheng (Zhejiang, CN), Zhang; Zhenxing
(Zhejiang, CN), Wang; Zhenyu (Zhejiang, CN), Hou; Luna (Zhejiang,
CN)
Applicant:
Name
City State Country
Type
Hangzhou Biotest Biotech Co., LTD
Zhejiang
N/A
CN
Assignee: Hangzhou Biotest Biotech Co., LTD. (Hangzhou, CN)
Appl. No.: D/749,358
Filed: September 4, 2020

Chai-nuhhhhhh (China) as President Trump calls them. Filed September 4,
2020.
Planned Pandemic:
https://principia-scientific.com/proof-that-the-pandemic-was-planned-with-p
urpose/

Lookieeeee here: JUNE 2011
https://vanguardian.news/sovereign-independent-iss-4-june-11-2011-depopulatio
n-through-forced-vaccination-the-zero-carbon-solution/
Remember…. President Trump’s iconic quotes:
"We have it all."
"We've caught them all."
"The evidence and crimes will be shown to the world and they will pay for
their crimes and it will be done with FULL ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW"

“There’s a storm coming. Wait for it.”
"You'll find out soon enough, wait for it."
On that same February 4, 2020, State of the Union address, President Trump
announced his huge Trade Deal with China's President, President Xi, which was
set to be rolled out in 3 different segments.
Because of the Military and President Trump’s knowledge as well, he (they)
placed on China from 2017 to 2021, they crushed the Yen and their economy,
more specifically crushing the evil Communist Party Mafia who controls the good
people of China. Outlined in Executive Order 13959 (as you read in Part One
and Two).
“Covid-19,” which is really the Flu with skewed numbers, was “released” just a
day before the first segment of the Trade Deal was to be revealed.
Shortly after, President Trump grounded the first plane which landed in Houston,
where liberals like Chuck Shumer, Nancy Pelosi, and many more called him a
racist, xenophobic for "keeping people on that plane away from their families."
When Democrats throughout 2019 kept saying “we have a Nuclear Option”...
Covid-19 was the “Nuclear Option.”
Proof? Those “impeaching” Trump had ZERO Constitutional grounds to
“impeach” him based on a phone call with a foreign President which falls under
the National Security Act and the Borders and Securities outlined in the Article IV
of the Constitution… But how many people know this?

Remember my stats? Roughly 70% of Americans know NOTHING about
The Constitution…
So how many people knew that a President cannot be impeached due to a
phone call with a foreign President due to the Articles of the Constitution?
Not to mention, but to mention, Military Law is greater than Federal Law, it’s
his duty.
The end game came in November 2016. After January 20, 2017, the evil cronies
knew all of the Executive Orders President Trump signed were the end of
everything evil.
In 2019, President Trump signed an Executive Order called the "Influenza
Vaccines" in which inside the order, he lists the CDC as the research
organization, yet, in 2020 in his Covid-19 Executive Order, nowhere inside that
order was the CDC mentioned.
Nothing is a coincidence.
Everything you've witnessed has a Law and Order backing it.
Terminology matters.
But "Trump recommended the vaccine."
He did NOT recommend "the" vaccine.
He recommended "a" vaccine. The Military's vaccine.
His vaccine.

For those of you with memories of Taco Bell farts, President Trump went to a
Military Base Hospital and took treatment.
This is why terminology matters.

NOTE: Everyone must understand:
There are two different types of vaccines!
President Trump's Vaccine Ingredients: Hydroxychloroquine / Ivermectin / Azithromycin / Doxycycline /
Zinc
Deep State's Vaccine Ingredients: https://url.americanpatriotsforum.com/I ... O-VACCINES
If every single person took a dose of either
Hydroxychloroquine/Azithromycin/Zinc or Ivermectin/Doxycycline/Zinc at the
beginning of the pandemic, nobody would have died, and no lockdown would
have been necessary.
Both virtually have a 100% success rate in treating the virus within 48 hours if
administered correctly.
Fauci knew this. The mainstream media knew this. They (evil players) ALL knew.
But that would have ruined the plan to extend the lockdown for years, release
new variants and have new annual vaccine patients that require a jab every 6
months.

Trump took Hydroxychloroquine PROACTIVELY and then claimed Regeneron
was a "cure." He made a big deal about both publicly.
"What if cures already exist?" - Trump.
Military knew. President Trump knew. They knew everything from 2012 forward.
This has been a plan since the 1940s for Generals to align and take back this
Country. "We have it all."
Trump gave the Democrats and Republicans involved in the evil cabal an
option...brilliant as always.
Everything from January 20, 2017, had an option for evil. They
damned themselves on their own… The Military and President Trump
did not make them do it.
Military knows everything. Military Law > Civil Law.
Trump gave the evil cabal the option to:
“Tell the truth, end the medical tyranny and release the cures OR I will
force you to do so by setting another trap publicly making a statement
about the safety and efficacy of these drugs, and you will walk into it,
because you have no choice but to lie and force the lockdown in
order to have a reason for your precious vaccines. You're greedy, and
I know you'll choose option 2. So be it. Good luck to you and the
MSM once the truth comes out."
Drum roll:

Trump also said: "Oh, by the way, I'll be rushing those vaccines along with
military oversight. Your plan for a perpetual lockdown and mandated jabs
to function in society are about to be ripped to shreds."
"Oh, you plan on releasing new variants? Good luck convincing the public
to keep taking the new round of vaccinations after I pull the curtain back on
Fauci and show the world that "America's doctor" is a psychopathic serial
killer that had a hand in creating the virus, knew it was used as a
bio-weapon and then lied about it non-stop for over a year, ruining millions
of lives in the process."
How many times did Trump say: "the cure cannot be worse than
the disease?"

TWO DIFFERENT VACCINES.
President Trump knew they had far more sinister plans for us in the near future.
He beat them at their own game and heavily mitigated the massive amount of
death, chaos and destruction that was supposed to bring this country to its knees
over the following years.

Which do you think matters more to Trump?
Big Pharma, Fauci, Gates, etc. being exposed OR his reputation taking YET
ANOTHER hit in the short term? (keep in mind, I wrote this in early 2021)
A billionaire who gave up golf everyday, lush life, beach, travel, etc. to take on the
Corporation, mainstream media, mafia, the evil left, the evil cabal, and you think
he has an ego?
"I take all of these slings and arrows gladly for you." - President Trump
"There's a storm coming... wait for it." - President Trump
It's easier playing the long game when you're able to force your opponent into
making the moves you want them to make at every turn.
It's even easier when you "HAVE IT ALL" because he'd already told you
from the start: “We have it all.” “We’ve caught them all.”
Ivermectin was awarded a Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine was awarded
to William C. Campbell and Satoshi Ömura for their discoveries leading to its
discovery.
NIH on Ivermectin:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7539925/
Again:
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34466270/
Oh the irony of the NIH awarding Ivermectin, then turning against it when
the truth came out on Covid-19.

Multiple Countries and people are using Ivermectin and there's ZERO covid
cases.
It's a part of the plan to wake you sleepy sheep. Everything on January 6, 2021,
and January 20, 2021, moving forward were visual illegal violations of Federal
Law… everything had to be visually illegal for the Military to take action.

PAY ATTENTION here. Here’s one of the Military and President
Trump’s power plays:
There’s even a U.S. Code for Military due to the Corporation’s interfering and
influence:
U.S. Code 18 Chapter 115 Section 2387:
§2387. Activities affecting armed forces generally
(a) Whoever, with intent to interfere with, impair, or influence the loyalty,
morale, or discipline of the military or naval forces of the United States:
(1) advises, counsels, urges, or in any manner causes or attempts to cause
insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty by any member of the
military or naval forces of the United States; or
(2) distributes or attempts to distribute any written or printed matter which
advises, counsels, or urges insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of
duty by any member of the military or naval forces of the United States—
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or
both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any
department or agency thereof, for the five years following his conviction.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the term "military or naval forces of the
United States" includes the Army of the United States, the Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, and
Coast Guard Reserve of the United States; and, when any merchant vessel

is commissioned in the Navy or is in the service of the Army or the Navy,
includes the master, officers, and crew of such vessel.
(June 25, 1948, ch. 645, 62 Stat. 811; May 24, 1949, ch. 139, §46, 63 Stat.
96; Pub. L. 103–322, title XXXIII, §330016(1)(L), Sept. 13, 1994, 108 Stat.
2147; Pub. L. 109–163, div. A, title V, §515(f)(2), Jan. 6, 2006, 119 Stat.
3236.)
18 US Code Chapter 115, 2387:
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=%2Fprelim%40title18%2Fpart1
%2Fchapter115&edition=prelim

“Biden,” Pelosi, Romney, McConnell, Schumer, etc. etc. are all violating United
States Code by trying to make the Military take vaccines… even though in reality,
this is not happening. That’s the visual script for citizens to see.
If 70% know nothing about the Constitution, how many were following Military
Law and Executive Orders?
Military Law > Civil Law
Federal Law > State Law
To present day, May 10, 2022, you have learned Dr. Fauci, the current US
Embassy under “Biden,” and the National Institutes of Health (.Gov site), all are
together, were together, and paid multi-millions for “Covid-19” which is not the
vaccine President Trump spoke about or told you to get.
If you forgot, here’s those tie-ins:
March 8, 2022, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, U.S.
Department of State, Victoria Nuland, says Ukraine has “biological
research facilities:”
https://twitter.com/dgaytandzhieva/status/1501361352551673862?ref_src=t
wsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1501361352551

673862%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwe
arechange.org%2Fu-s-funded-biolabs-in-ukraine-what-youre-not-being-told
%2F
Secretary of State acknowledges BioLabs in Ukraine:
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2022/03/10/nula-m10.html
March 9, 2022:
https://www.state.gov/the-kremlins-allegations-of-chemical-and-biological-w
eapons-laboratories-in-ukraine/
“The Kremlin is intentionally spreading outright lies that the United States and
Ukraine are conducting chemical and biological weapons activities in Ukraine.”
“As we have said all along, Russia is inventing false pretexts in an attempt to
justify its own horrific actions in Ukraine.”
How is Russia making false pretexts when Ukraine has not filed for Border
Registration since 1991…? Therefore making Ukraine, still a part of Russia.
“What are the Ukraine ‘Biolabs’:
https://www.yahoo.com/now/ukraine-biolabs-why-become-focus-20215994
4.html
“The US government has admitted there are a number of such facilities in
Ukraine funded by Washington that do research on deadly pathogens, albeit from
a preventative perspective rather than to create a weapon.”
Soooooooooooooooooo, we went from there aren’t any ‘Biolabs’ in Ukraine to
there are some, but aren’t for weapons…
Are there or are there not BioLabs in Ukraine?
There are? Okay…. What’s the origin?
“Spokesperson for the Chinese Foreign Ministry, Zhao Lijian, said, “In
particular, the US, as the party that knows these laboratories the best,
should publish relevant specific details as soon as possible, including

the types of pathogens stored and the research conducted,” in order
to ensure the “health and safety of people in Ukraine, the surrounding
areas and even around the world.”
“Details about the biological weapons facilities in Ukraine were
reported by the Russian Defense Ministry on March 6 when Major
General Igor Konashenkov alleged that pathogens for deadly
diseases for biological warfare were being created in Ukrainian labs
that were funded by the Pentagon.”
This is why it’s important to understand the Corporation and Cronies who created
this… it’s been happening since 1871.
Russia has been currently destroying U.S. Military Biochemical Labs, funded by
Obama and Biden as you read in Part Two.
All the tools you need are in Military Law, Executive Orders, tying those in with
Presidential Emergencies, Presidential Acts, National Emergencies, along with
learning optic and code words.
You could have known that the US Embassy Biological Threat Reduction
Program:
This:
https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/sections-offices/defense-threat-red
uction-office/biological-threat-reduction-program/
Has a DIRECT CONNECTION to the EcoHealth Alliance
This titled:
Opportunities for Enhanced Defense Military and Security Sector
Engagement in Global Health Security:
https://www.ecohealthalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Opportunitie
s-for-Enhanced-Defense-Military-and-Security-Sector-Engagement-in-Glob
al-Health-Security.pdf

Check out that indexxxxx.
DMS: Defense, Military, and Security
DoD: U.S. Department of Defense
DTRA: U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency

Which is the SAME EcoHealth Alliance DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO….
Drum roll please….

Dr. Anthony Fauci.
Especially this one: DTRA: U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency
Which is the CURRENT U.S. Embassy website under “Biden.”
US Embassy Biological Threat Reduction Program
https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/sections-offices/defense-threat-red
uction-office/biological-threat-reduction-program/

US Embassy Report:
https://ua.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/151/Kherson-DL-Fact-S
heet-Eng.pdf

Which ties Dr. Fauci and “Biden” to the above articles with what you just saw in
March… the Under Secretary saying there are actually BioLabs in Ukraine… but
they “aren’t used for weapons.”

While CNN, Newsweek, and all are CURRENTLY telling you the BioLabs
are lies, false, conspiracy theories LOL
And drummmmm rollll…. May 10, 2022:

What is the NIH again?
National Institutes of Health:
https://www.nih.gov/
Look at that… a dot GOV website.

Been telling people for quite a while now

👇🏻

Lookie there… saved on my phone August 29, 2021…
"The evidence and crimes will be shown to the world and they will pay for
their crimes and it will be done with FULL ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW"
- Commander-in-Chief Trump

Covid-19 was a Biological Chemical Attack. Its intentions were and was the
United States due to Trump and Military "knowing it all", "we've caught them all,"
but it was put on the world as a secret, despicable and disguisable weapon,
which worked. If you have to pat the devil on the back, there's the time to do it. It
worked. It's made people even further from the truth.
If you knew all of this you would understand everything from November 3, 2020,
but especially January 20, 2021, is a fraudulent Government breaking multiple
U.S. Codes via Constitutional and Federal Law which is why Military Law is the
highest and has to step in when needed. The Military Generals are holding a gun
to Congress and "President" making them act out what was to happen under a
real Biden Administration.
General Flynn warned everyone in January: "The American people are going to
have to experience Fear, Terror, Panic, Anxiety, Stress, and Regret before they
ever appreciate what is about to take place in American History."
The other thing that needs to be addressed is the portion of Doctors and Nurses
that are for and encouraging the wrong vaccine.
The whole "I have a degree in medicine" does not mean they do not know
anything of what happened from 2017 to 2021 via the Constitution, Executive
Orders, PEADs, PAs, Military Law, Regulations, and Orders along with Federal
Laws.

It's still "your body, your choice." I cannot make you read, study, research,
understand, and learn those.
President Trump warned Americans before anyone even knew or heard the word
Covid on February 4, 2020, in the State of the Union address. At that point, his
Executive Orders and National Emergencies were already set in stone.
The Military and President Trump always knew. It's better to lose a few than
many. Many of you do not understand that. Death is still inevitable.
If you do not understand everything to do with Covid being a Chemical Warfare
Attack and "vaccination" cards are about CONTROL and DISTRACTION from
what was already happening and what's still happening... you just simply cannot
handle Truth, Law and Order.
Covid is the result of evil. Russia Collusion, the Ukraine phone call, the false
impeachment, and all of the other distractions were bait for you in which 99% of
you fell for it.
It's very unfortunate and sad, but thank God for us 1 percenters who's going to,
once again, save the day and history for all.
It's a matter of what side of the line you're on. A degree doesn't mean crap at the
end of the day. "We the people" in society deem what's valuable and what isn't.
Doctors and Nurses can have "a good heart," but still be in the blind. Being a
soldier or veteran doesn't mean crap if you do not know Revolutionary History
and Foundation, the Constitution, the UCMJ (Military Law), Military Regulations,
Branch Regulations, Executive Orders, Articles of the Constitution and PEADs =
Powers of the President, Presidential Acts, and Law etc.
Being a cowboy makes you a cowboy. Knowing law makes you know law.
1 out of 5 people have an STD... Imagine if you had to show a card to the partner
before doing the hokey pokey?

Just the mere fact, all of a sudden breathing is a crime, is the most asinine and
ridiculous thing ever.
The fact that our bodies are amazingly designed to withstand crazy
temperatures, wrecks, punches, falls, illnesses (pneumonia, cancers, etc.), but all
of a sudden a 99.899999% survival rate "pandemic" is a crime because those
who think and live without fear are a danger to you? Get outtttttttttaaaaa
hereeeee.
Maybe if the 99%’ers would have been paying attention to what was going on
with CHINA via Trump’s legislation and tariffs, watching LAW and ORDER from
2017 to 2021 and watching MILITARY movements... you'd realized there's 2
different vaccines and 2 sides of the line.
Those who rushed out due to fear and got the Corporate Vaccine... all you did
was prove you're nothing, but a fear mongering SHEEP, waiting to be
slaughtered.
Everyone who did so… showed how vulnerable and controllable you really are.
It’s already been proven. Our hindsight is 2020. We know who you are. You know
who you are.
13.8 million Jews allowed Hitler and 10% of his population control the other 90%.
SHEEP.
If you’re one of those who wore the mask and got the poison… you’re the one
who got on the train in Nazi Germany, no questions asked.
In every single battle of the Revolutionary War, our Founders were outnumbered.
Currently, less than 1% of Americans fight in our Armed Forces, yet we are the
most lethal and dangerous military in the world.

How did 13,800,000 Jews allow Hitler to slaughter them without an uprising from
those in the starvation concentration camps?
You don't think they couldn't hear the artillery rounds and see that their bunk
buddies were not coming back to the camp?
How come they didn’t throw a Revolution?
Why didn't they say enough is enough?
10% ruled 90%.
And you want to call me ruthless for painting this picture?
When 90% of America got a vaccine due to fear and control tactics without
questioning anything?
All you who did, all you did was show all the evil players (and everyone else for
that matter) how vulnerable, controllable, and ‘educated’ unintelligent fools you
really are.

Let me show you something else you’ll be seeing VERY soon.
Remember from above… Hillary not showing up to her loyal followers to
concede? It was instantly throwing everything at Trump that they had their hands
tied to such as the first thing… the day after the election… “Russia Collusion.”
All they were doing was ‘buying time’ or were they? The media are also guilty of
Crimes Against Humanity, Treason, and Fraud as well. Trump gave them a
choice from 2016 to November 3, 2020, as well…
And remember….

Trump roasting Hillary in October 2016:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bmvxx_YbDsM
It’s going to be hard to believe… it is… but that’s actress Hillary. Hillary Rodham
Clinton was already arrested in September 2016.
Be sure to focus on the arms. Everything else was “media” optics. They’ve been
lying and deceiving long before now.
Hillary, September 2016:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4qwry5Ypj4
Another “News” source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3VZqwJhIMw
Since 99% of you have no clue what took place from 2017 to 2021, and from
January 20th, 2021, to the present day… it will be very difficult for you to
understand if you do not read Legislation from 2017 to 2021 first which is why I
put this at the end…
Every single thing that Hillary said on the “campaign” trail in 2016, ONLY she
could have known while Secretary of State under Obama and VP BIDEN.
The Military through Trump trapped her in public view damning and incriminating
herself for the whole world to hear and see.
First Debate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s
Second Debate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlaum72JNRA
Third and Final Debate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smkyorC5qwc

And look who it is as Host… none other than jobless Chris Wallace.
And remember… “Because you’d be in jail!”
Trump to Hillary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Kky78Ms2pw
She already was…
Her crimes were already committed via the Secretary of State, the emails, the
selling of our AIR and MISSILE DEFENSE weapons in Benghazi, Libya, plus
those Executive Orders of Obama’s supporting terrorists and evil over you and
good people in other countries. Along with all of the other years of her corruption
under the Corporation.
What an irony, my Army MOS: AIR and MISSILE DEFENSE.
Hillary laughing at question about Benghazi:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQ7qfnaYSTA
Laughing about the U.S. Military service members dying under a regime
that Obama, Biden, and Secretary of State Clinton supported with our Air
and Missile Defense stinger missiles…
“What does it matter anyways?” in January 2013…
Hillary’s “fiery” moment being questioned under Oath:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TC0AKNQBV80

You’re in the middle of the storm.

Trust the Military and the Silent Leaders leading this charge and rally.
God always wins, therefore who else does too?

“In the beginning of a change, the PATRIOT is a
scarce man, and brave, and hated and scorned.
When his cause succeeds, the timid join him, for
then it costs nothing to be a PATRIOT.”
- Mark Twain
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